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About This Content
This is the Cosplay Album for King Exit. Cosplayed by famous cosers in China. Please stay hydrated while you're at it!
This DLC includes:
✿ Louise: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」
✿ Stialla: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」
✿ Guine: Cosplayed by「樱花病少女」
✿ Samidare: Cosplayed by「Momoko葵葵」
✿ lexn: Cosplayed by「啾大貘王」
✿ rann: Cosplayed by「糖果果Candy」
✿ sene：由「Shika小鹿鹿」
Instructions:
This DLC will be automatically downloaded to the root folder of King Exit, all the pictures are in ultra-high resolution. The
photos of rann is not finished yet, we'll update it when it's finished.
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Defence is for the weak. I have become a god in cherry picking against the developers and Q-Ball's marking tactics were no
match for my superior speed and controlled turns. My kinda game and I think I accidently became the first meme for this game
so sweet. I'd give it a solid Bizzare \/ Nick-W.. Interesting little clicker game if you're into them. However, I am going to have to
call this game out for not including the Green or Libertarian parties. :P. Changelling game, controls are ok, graphics are very
colourful and price is cheap. Also comes with trading cards.
Worth giving it a try.. *Edit - I made a few comment updates to this review, the updates are in a single paragraphs wherever you
see "*Edit". There is a tiny bit of new information but nothing has been changed otherwise.*
There is a lot of misinformation about this game, and I'm only really posting a review to correct some of it.
First yes, it *currently* is online only because it was meant to be an online game played with others. Nowhere in the description
does it say "Single Player". Nowhere. It says it's an online survival game and single player isn't listed anywhere in the tags. And
yet people buy it and complain there isn't an offline mode because it didn't hit them over the head enough with the warnings that
it's an online game? It gets all the data from the server for the areas and such you're playing in. It's not as if it is just needing an
online connection for no good reason. The game was made to be multiplayer and doesn't list itself as single player, and yet so
many down vote the game because it doesn't come with something it never said it did. Anyway they're making an offline mode,
which I can't say if it's a good idea or not for a game meant to be played online but it's coming down the line.
*Edit - I do admit they could have done a better job explaining this is a hub based "light MMORPG"- and I feel they would have
had more sales if they had done that. You see other random people in game if you're in the same town areas as they are and can
group up with them to play together as well as friends you invite. Still they never said there was a single player mode anywhere
so to complain that it's not single player is odd to me. It would be like complaining Guild Wars 1 didn't have an offline mode.
These hub based light MMORPGs usually don't...*
Next the cut scenes - this game is based on the lore from the TV show Grimm. Nick and Hank are looking through one of
Nick's books of Grimm for information, and you're basically playing what they're reading about. The cut scenes some people
complain about that are just "two guys looking at a book" - that's the whole connection to the TV show and if you've watched
Grimm you'll be happy with having that there.
On to the "slowness" of combat. You start out with a huge piece of tree and then a giant club you're fighting with. They are slow
because they are meant to be more realistic. You're a Grimm that's stronger than a normal person by far but still these are pretty
huge weapons you're swinging. You also start with a shield that's slower because of it's size. Later on you can switch to faster
weapons and a much faster shield. Maybe they should have started you out with faster equipment so people would see how the
game plays with them from the beginning, but they are an upgrade choice you are supposed to earn as you play.
I've had no issues at all with server lag, but my play time isn't very long yet so I'll keep playing and update a comment here if I
do start to have server issues.
*Edit - Still no lag issues for me. The game is made to learn the patterns monsters use and to avoid or block them early. Some
people play and think the game is being slow when it's performing like it is supposed to, but others may be out of the two server
areas so actually would be having lag. I've not had even the smallest amount personally being a US based player.*
When I connected there was a US server and a server in Europe. Yes, if you are not in those areas maybe you will have issues
playing. There isn't just one or two servers that go up to 600 people - if a server in a region gets full another will appear, so you
always get to play. You're not locked out if you buy it and there are already 600 people online.
On to character creation - this is a little weird but you do have control over the look of your character it's just you have to let it
randomly assign your look and then keep clicking to go through random looks. If you click the gender button on the character
creation screen it will randomize your look. To get what you want you have to keep clicking the gender button of your choice
and wait until it randomly comes up with a look you like. It's weird and a bit annoying but not unheard of. The way they do it
definitely leans towards the "con" side, but you *do* have the ability to keep rolling random looks until you find what you like.
So you're not just forced to look one certain way. I'm guessing some people just never pressed the gender buttons up top to see
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that it randomly changes the look each time you press one or the other.
The game is supposed to feel more like being in the real wilderness, so there are some open stretches without as many things to
fight on them as some people are looking for I guess. Having played other "survival" types of games it really isn't too much
different than the way a lot of them are made like that.
If you're a Grimm fan you'll probably be pretty happy. Being a Grimm fan myself, I am probably influenced towards liking this
a bit more than I would have otherwise. The game is fun to me and I would recommend it.
I can't really say if it should be $15 or $10 though yet because I need to play the game a lot more to decide.
*Edit - Yeah it's worth the $15. The landscape seems repetitive if you stay in the same areas searching for stuff a long time, but
the environment does change around a bit as you continue further into the game. I do wish there was more variety earlier on, it's
so beautiful, but it does change up slowly. The game also gets much more active as you go along with lots of dangerous creatures
all over. It starts up a bit slow with mostly normal woodland creatures but it won't be long until you're swimming in harder and
more interesting stuff.*
If you want the solo offline version you'll need to wait until they update it to say it's here. If you like playing multiplayer games
with friends on Steam and you both get this, it's pretty decent though. It's also really cool for Grimm fans. Other people may
want to wait for a sale to get it.
Like every game that exists you should go check out longer gameplay videos before buying to see if it appeals to you. That's
pretty much a given but I felt I'd mention it anyway. The game is quite beautiful but you should see it in action to help you
decide if it's what you want or not.. Not working.... Really fun little roguelike. I enjoyed it so much I bought it on Android to
play on the move, which is actually where I've spent most of my time playing. It's just the right level of 'deep' to be fun without
being overwhelming.. Freebie.
I got the coupon for this game through badge crafting, so it cost 33% less! and for the grand prize of 0,66€ you do get a bit of
fun. It is a quite challenging game after a while, but it gets old fast, sadly.
Still, I enjoyed the few minutes I had with it, so buy away. It does have a nice old school feel about it and I can see myself
cranking it out for a bit of reaction training and just fun while waiting for something else or listening to music.
Getting to the music. I love the arcade style music in this game and you can even switch through different soundtracks for it.
That does make a lot of fun!. If you never play a Chinese turn base RPG then expect this: there are A LOT of cutscenes, and
you will feel you are in a philosophy class. hate it or like it. Very good effects and graphics (Dont compare with FF series ok?)
Tutorial is acceptable but not good enough.
The story is a bit dumb, no true villian and your party is full of weirdos, no one know what are they doing and why but their
personalities are good designed.
One really bad thing is when you finish the game you get nothing but grind all over again on hard mode (wtf..,then why dont let
us pick hard mode from beginning, who will play it again seriously?). Abstract golf, which seemed to me difficult, upsets the
moments when you fall, until you have received any points, I will try again later
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This is actually a really cool game. It works like Limbo but with really cool music. You can actually play based on the beat of
the song. 9\/10
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4joeakhtoXw. This game\u2019s presentation is simply breathtaking. The amazing visuals
and the way they are synchronized to the soundtrack is nothing short of brilliant.
It\u2019s a shame the controls, namely the button presses that appear in the top-right corner, cause undue frustration and really
take you out of the game. The developers really should have evaluated this when porting this game over to Steam, as what may
be practical on a touch screen is highly impractical here. You have to do awkward combinations of button presses at a very fast
rate that is, at times, seemingly impossible.
I\u2019d give this a neutral review if that were possible, but as it stands this is a reluctant thumbs up based on the
aforementioned control issues. If the developer had addressed this... well then this title would not only be a hearty thumbs up, it
would be deemed an absolute must play.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3YnaQ64ELY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=7BklfYknyxo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wB2ZYPsyMKs. Nice adventure with various things to do except finding objects on the
screen. Weird and intriguing scenario, beautiful art. Heads up to early access players** First and Foremost, this is early access
to a game being made by a small team. And it is early on in the development, so if you have to have a nearly blockbuster level of
game polish and completion, this is not for you at this point. But if you like play testing, interacting with Devs and seeing how
each build improves on the game, it could be worth your time.
That being said, the game has a lot of potential. You have 3 very different races to choose from, the humans provide a
traditional scavenge, build, survive type of playstyle. The Raknar (giant spiders) have a predatory playstyle, where you won't
struggle as much, work well in groups, but won't neccessarily have as much to do as a human.
And finally, you have dragons! With Dragons, you begin small and weak, you need to be careful and sneaky to build your nest
and grow. Dragons are the long, difficult road to travel. You'll need to spend a lot of time building nests, and finding ore to
grow. If you spend the time, you have various "stages" of growth to grow through (6 planned, 3 in game so far) Your first two
weak, and not powerful, after that you will gain access to your breath weapon, and later on, be able to fly. This is not an easy
mode type of play, and requires time invested.
This is a host your own server type of game as well (with official servers on the way). The set up for which is easy and with
proper port forwarding, works quite well.
TLDR: A early access game, true to that phrase, with 3 unique races to play and survive with. Lots of potential and a dev team
willing to communicate.. This game is challenging. You start off weak and outnumbered, and it is unforgiving. You have to
balance having cash available to replace a lost ship, or quicksaving/loading if that is your thing, with having the best available
ships and equipment. Being unable to directly control any of the ships while in combat (you can't actually fliy the ships, just give
them targets/goals/waypoints) can be a pain, as can basic maneuvering at times. So while it is possible to juggle your fighters to
keep them alive, YOU WILL LOSE FIGHTERS. The skill system is not reversible, though you can get enough points to level
up your chosen specialization fully, so which specialization you choose matters as do which skills you get and when. I personally
enjoy this game quite a bit, though I can understand how some people may be frustrated with the mechanics.. Just because it still
seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.
Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style
In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. Benig honest, I bought this because the
title had "Fractal" and I thought the game might have some personality with the subtitle "Make Blooms Not War". No, it turns
out it's just a very basic puzzle-ish game. Not very satisfying, no fractals, nothing really exciting or challenging to be found
here.. If you want to play just for 5-10 minutes its ok, but otherwise i strongly DO NOT RECOMMEND this game. It has
almost impossible achievments and big waste of time. A really interesting surprise. I expected a fun experience, but it turned out
to be deeper than that. The variety that the 40 characters offer and the nuances each of them have can make the combat more
complex that it might seem at first.
It is the kind of game I like to play with my friends, fun for beginners and deep for more harcore fighting players. Only having
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one life gives dynamism to the battles, because as soon as you lose a character you need to think about who will be the next one.
The movements and attacks of each character are simple to execute, but timing and deciding which one to use can be crucial
(this is where the hardcore gamers shine).
This is the game that perfectly meets the "easy to get, hard to master". It might seem overwhelming at the beginning with the
amount of characters you need to learn about (and maybe there is some of that), but for me the initial learning process was
really smooth.
The main flaw the game has is the lack of a single player mode. I did not miss it much, but I think it needs to be pointed out.
To sum up I really recommend this game for those who like to beat their friends!
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